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Marburger: Hundreds

From Staff

Lost

University PresidentComplains to SUNY Central AboutBudget Cuts
By Howard Breuer
.Hundreds of people who work at the
University will lose their jobs if cuts in
the proposed state budget are approved,
said University President John Marburger in a recent letter to SUNY
Senior Vice Chancellor Harry Spindler.
"When you're dead, you're dead," he
wrote, in reference to a $6 million deficit
that exists in the school's budget.
Last year, Marburger was forced to
cut 118 staff positions because of problems that existed in the 1984-85 budget.
Marburger claims that this year's
budget is even worse, and that between
100 and 200 positions will have to be cut
if the budget is passed in its present
form.
"We would have to cut away whole

schools," said Marburger, "or some
major operation. That's not something
we can afford to do."
In the letter, which was mailed January 30, Marburger stated several problems caused by the budget, including
troubles with the school's initiative to
expand engineering and treatment of
the school's research foundation. He also
claimed he was skeptical about the
transfer of funds to an Income Fund
Reimbursement account (see related
story, page 3) which would amount to a
decrease in flexibility.
The tone of the letter was pessimistic
and urgent. "We thought our budget
requests were conservative given the
size of our operation," Marburger wrote

at the conclusion of the letter. "We do not
see a lot of comprehension out there (in
the SUNY administration) of what it
takes to keep a campus like this going.
In case you haven't noticed, we experienced a few problems this year. We
are going to keep losing our good faculty
and our good students and wind up with
another very expensive, somewhat rundown, four-year college at this rate. We
are struggling to keep that from happening and we need your help."
Marburger said last night that he has
not and does not expect to receive a formal response to the letter. He said it was
written to inform the administration of
problems that he sees within the budget
while there is still time left for Governor

Mario Cuomo's staff to change it. ( Phe
first day of the new fiscal year is AF)ril
ist).
Marburger also said in the letter tlhat
he was pleased about the "good newOs"
that the budget has for Stony Brook.
There was advance funding given for
housing in the capital budget al 3ng
with the commitment for engineer ing
rehabilitation and a much nee(led
chiller for the Health Sciences Cent er.
Marburger mentioned he was plea sed
that provisions were made for the c Dmpletion of the University Hospital'sI540
bed capacity plan, but added that he
wasn't sure that it could be operate<d at
the level of staffing recommended in the
budget.

Quick Police Action Leads to Arrest
Be George Bidermann
Quick action by several officers of the Public Safety
Department led to the arrest Thursday afternoon of a
Hauppauge man who was charged in connection with
the burglary of a student's locker in the Gymnasium.
According to Bill Bushman, the student whose
locker was burglarized, Officer Herb During noticed a
"suspicious-looking" man leaving the Gymnasium
about 11:00 AM Thursday morning, and when During

attempted to question the man, he took off in his car.
The officer gave chase, but stopped because the suspect was driving at speeds exceeding 70 MPH, During
said. During did, however, get the license plate
number of the car.
When Bushman reported the burglary about five
minutes later, Officer Charles Thomas, who took the
phone call, made the connection between the two
incidents, Bushman said. Bushman said that his lock
had been broken, and his wallet, two rings, a bracelet,
a watch, and an electric razor were stolen, along with
the bag they were in. Bushman said the wallet
contained $75 in cash, a Sears credit card, and his
identification.
After Bushman made a report, Detective Tom Manfre called Sears, Inc., to report that Bushman's credit
card had also been stolen.
Less than four hours later, security police at the
Sears Department Store in East Northport arrested
Gerald A. Cash, after he purchased $40 in auto supplies using Bushman's credit card. At the time of his
arrest, Cash was attempting to purchase a $500 television set with the credit card, according to police. A detective in Suffolk County's 2nd precinct gave

the following information:
Cash, 21, of 428 Townline Road, Hauppauge, was in
possession of Bushman's credit card, social security
card. and Stony Brook identification when he was
arrested.

He was charged with criminal possession of stolen
property, two counts of 2nd degree forgery (a felony),
and one count of attempted grand larceny, which is
also a felony. It could not be learned if Cash was still in
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eustoAy last night. Attemptc to contact Cash were
unsuccessful.
Bushrrian. who is also an administrative assistant for
Doug Little. the spokesman for the Public Safety
Department, had words of praise last night for the
thfree officers. "I want to thank Officers Thomas and
DWring, and Detective Manfre for their quick action."
he said. 'Because of their fast work, the suspect was
caught less than four hours later."
Bushman said that the burglary of his locker was
one of seven reported burglaries in the gym last week,
and that when Cash was arrested, he had the license of
one of the burglary victims in his possession. According to Bushman. Cash has denied all wrongdoing in the
incident.
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One sad note is the fact that none of the jewelry has
been recovered. Bushman said. Ile asked that a description of the jewelry be released along with the
Announcement that he is offering a reward for its
return. -*
The ring, which is gold. had a black onyx stone with
a gold initial 'B' on it and a diamond chip, Bushman
said. The date "1951" is engraved inside.
The bracelet is a silver stretch type, with the name
'Bill" on it, and an army serial number engraved
inside. Bushman said both items are of extreme sentimental value. and asked that anyone with information
to call him at 246-7740, or University Police at 2463335.
V
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Search for MIAs
Marchers Demand Their Return
New York- Some 100 members of a
Vietnam Veterans coalition marched
outside Vietnam's United Nations mission residence yesterday demanding the
return of Americans they say are still
held in prisoner of war camps in
Vietnam.
Gerry Kiley, coordinator of the Vietnam Veteran Coalition Supporting Prisoners of War, said the group met with
two unidentified Vietnamese from the
mission for about 45 minutes after demonstrating in Waterside Plaza, a public
park near the mission at 23rd Street
east of the FDR Drive.
He said he presented the Vietnamese
officials with a petition signed by about
2,000 people, but the Vietnamese offi2,000 people, but the Vietnamese returned the petition saying, 'We don't want
it."
The demonstrators chanted "Bring
them home now" as two red flags with
yellow stars were burned, he said.
Kiley said the coalition is charging the
Vietnamese with failing to live up to
their commitment to return Americans,
dead or alive, but the group is "zeroing
in on" some 100 to 200 still believed to be
alive in POW camps 12 teers after the'
war ended.

BANGKOK Thailand - A team of
U.S. experts searching for remains of
Americans missing in action from the
Vietnam War flew to southern Laos yesterday for an unprecedented excavation
of a site where a U.S. Air Force plane
crashed, a U.S. Embassy official said.
He said the team was to join Laotian
officials to search for the remains of 13
U.S. servicemen whose C-130 transport
plane was shot down near Taske City in
December 1972.
The team of eleven experts from the
U.S. Joint Casualty Resolution Center
flew directly from Bangkok to Taske,
where they were to be joined by an official from the U.S. Embassy in Vientiane, the Laotian capital. Leading to
team was Col. Joe Harvey, head of the
Honolulu-based resolution center,
which is responsible for resolving the
MIA issue.
The team was made a preliminary inspection of the site in December 1983. It
was the first official U.S. survey of a
plane crash site in communist Indochina since the war.
That inspection turned up wreckage
of the plane and human bones, which are
still being analyzed by the U.S. Army's
Central Identification Laboratory.

Weinberger

Stresses Need for

West Germany-U.S Defense Secretary Casper
Weinburger said yesterday 'there can be no retreat"
from plans to develop a space-based defense system
that would protect thAeUnited States and its European
allies from nuclear missile attack.
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Weinburger said that President Reagan's proposed
Strategic Defense Initiative - popularly dubbed
"Star Wars" - would raise the hope that peace can be
maintained not by the threat of nuclear destruction
but by a strong defense that could not only deter, but
defeat, the most awful offense of all."
The secretary's remarks came in a speech that Weinburger was scheduled to deliver to an annual debate of
leading North Atlantic Treaty Organization defense
officials, diplomats and foreign policy specialists.
Bad weather delayed Weinburger in London and his
address was delivered by Assistant Defense Secretary
Richard Perle.
'In London, U.S. Embassy spokesman SigCohen said
Weinburger flew to Munich yesterday from an undisclosed military base after a two-hour delay brought on
by technical problems due to freezing weather.
"The real issue with Star Wars, you might argue, is
whether Europeans will become hostages to the Soviet
Union as the United States retreats to an illusory fortress across the ocean," Weinburger said. But he added,/there is no fortress, and there can be no retreat

Compiled From Associated Press Reports

cStar Wars Defe ILhe
America would not survive, nor live, in a world in
which Europe was overrun and conquered.'
Responding to critics who say the strategic defense
program will be too expensive and accelerate the militarization of space, Weinburger said the plan would
provide insurance against a world in which the Soviets
- and the Soviets alone - could brandish their sword
from behind the protective shield they are continuing
to develop."
U.S. officials have been tryingto assure NATO allies
that the Star Wars program, if found to be technologically workable, would also protect Western Europe.
U.S. Sen. Gary Hart (D-Colo.), another conference
participant, criticized the space weapons plan, saying
it would be dangerous to believe "a technological fix
could be a solution to a fundamentally diplomatic and
military problem - namely the nuclear arms race."
Hart also said the deficit-squeezed U. S. government
has not yet decided how it would foot the estimated (26
billion bill for Strategic Defense initiative research
over the next five years.

Report: Transit $ Wasted
New York - Disorganization and poor planning are
wasting hundreds and thousands of dollars causing
year-long delays in the Transit Authority's $6.5billion
revitalization programa Metropolitan Transportation Authority report disclosed yesterday.
In one example cited by MTA Inspector General
Sanford Russell in his report on the TA's five-year
capital program, the failure to design an adequate
women's restroom during a renovation project forced
$374,000 in additional work.
Russell's staff completed by last August 1, the first
half of the program, and found that many problems
have arisen for the most basic of reasons - the left
hand does not know what the right hand is doing."
"And from what we have seen, it is obvious that the TA
was ill-prepared to take on a program of such immense
size and importance to the people of New York."
A less-detailed review of the 144 capital construction
projects still in progress last Aug. 1 found that 32 were
delayed at least two months, 25 by up to nine months,
and eight bet more than 10 months.
Eight of the fifty completed capital construction
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projects finished at least six months late, and five were
at least six months late, and five were at least 10
months late," it said.
MTA chairman Robert Kiley agreed with many of
Russell's criticisms, and has launched a major reorganization of the Engineering and Construction Department to assure that both the quality of work and
the needs and considerations of the operating departments are realized. Kiley's response were included in a
three-page summary accompanying the longer
review.
The TA is a subsidiary of the MTA.
Other recommendations made by Russell were:
Creation of an auditing office separate from the engineering department to keep tabs on delays and cost
overruns;
Central listing of consultant firms which perform
below standard;
Regular consultation among designers and those
who must use renovated and new facilities;
Assurance that engineers who plan a project oversme
it from start to finish.

Dorms Not Repaired; Money Diverted
By Scott Finkle
The repair of dormitory damages at Stony Brook is
often held up because of "priorities"which take precedence over repair work, according to a Residence Life
official.
Money has to go to priorities even if the bill for that
damage hasn't been paid. A "Priority" according to
Karen Krusell, assistant director of Residence Life, is
something that would violate safety regulations if it
wasn't present or in working order.
The Division of Residence Life's Income Fund Reim-

bursible (IFR) Account was established in the early
1970s. It is the source of funding to repair damages to
university property in the residence halls. Income
from dormitory damages is deposited in this account at
regular intervals and is used to replace lost keys and
repaint rooms, among other things.
Key replacement is a major reason for the depletion
of the I.F.R. account Krusell said that approximately
200 keys have to be replaced each month, which adds
up to about $1,000.
According to the dormitory damage report for May
27, 1983 to August 22, 1984, $54,602 in damages was
incurred in that 15-month period. Approximately 19
percent of these charges were not paid, and under one
percent were appealed. Krusell said the number of
damage forms filed each month "has significantly
increased over the past two years."
According to Residence Life prodedure, if a student
pays his/her bill, the Accounting Office automatically
sets aside the dorm damage payment and deposits it in
a special account called "University Charges." On a
quarterly basis, Accounting Office personnel compare
the billings and receivables for each department
against the total income in the account to determine
how much will be deposited in each department's
I.F.R. Accounts.
However, the Residential Physical Plant still has to
get its share of the revenue through Residence life's
I.F.R. account. The Physical Plant is responsible for
painting, replacing glass, cleaning, and general room
Residence Life says there are problems with funding for repairs. This constitutes half of the total charges on
dorm repairs.

IComplainl
By the College Press Serce
Sandra Begay
Albuquerque, NM -anticipated a tough curriculum when
she enrolled in the University of New
Mexico's civil engineering program.
But she didn't expect the Central American teaching assistant would be harder
to understand than the calculus she was
trying to learn.
'There are a lot of foreign TAs here,"
she said. 'And they're hard to understand. I had a hard time in calculus at
first, but I survived." But many students, locked into required classes run
by foreign-born teaching assistants,
aren't as lucky as Begay.
Student complaints about not being
able to understand their foreign-born
grad instructors -- and consequently
have
not doing well in classes -cropped up in formal proceedings at
scattered campuses over the last few
months.
And thanks to the influx of foreign
students into this country, the problem
may get worse soon, Dr. Joost Yff of the
International Council on Education for
Teaching. "Chances are the problems
will continue and even increase," he
noted.
"It will be an aggravated problem, especially for those with more learning
difficulties," agreed Dr. Dale Comstock
of the Council of Graduate Schools in the

damage forms. In the near future, the Accounting
Office will deposit the Residential Physical Plant's
share directly into their own I.F.R. account.
Gary Matthews, the director of the Residential Physical Plant, said that he receives work requests through
the quad offices in June --most of them requesting that
rooms be painted. However. the labor hours needed
can't be obtained over the summer. Also, the repair
forms that are received require $40,000 to $50,000 per
year to be fixed while only $20,000 is received through
Residence Life's I.F.R. Account.
'We're doing what we can with the funds that are
available," said Matthews. When ordering items
which have to be replaced, the number that will be
needed has to be estimated. "We're not funded to anticipate damages."
It could take six months to a year to get the money
needed for non-priority replacements.
Rich Cohen, a Kelly A resident, accidently broke a
sink in his suite. He does not believe in this process. "I
don't see how this system can work and be fair at the
same time to people who have reimbursed the University. I paid for it [the sink] in March of 1984. and it
hasn't been fixed yet," Cohen said.
Krusell is trying to make the system more fair, but
said overnight changes aren't easy. "It's important for
people to realize that we're working hard to build in
greater accountability in our Residence Life program
both in terms of billing, granting appeals, and most
importantly helping people to recognize that they will
be held accountable for their actions." Krusell said.

About Foreign TA s S pread
U.S. (CGS). "No one, it doesn't matter
who, belongs in a classroom if they have
'
poor language skills."
But poorly trained foreign-born TAs
continue to conduct classes in places like
the State University of New YorkAlbany (SUNYA). When engineering
and economics students complained
they couldn't understand their foreign
TAs, Student Association Representative Larry Hartman monitored their
classes. "Students were just studying
from the book,' he said. "The classes
were not helping at all."
University of Minnesota students
claim the school's screening program
releases foreign TAs to teach before
they're fully proficient in English. But
the increase in foreign graduate students mean more teaching assistant positions go to students who speak English
poorly or, at best, as a second language,
says Mack Gilkeson, of the American
Society for Engineering Education.
While no studies have been done, "it
wouldn't surprise me if the number of
foreign TAs is not much different from
the number of American TAs,"he said.
"A few years ago, American students
went into industry after getting their
baccalaureate degrees," Gilkeson said.
The vacancies in grad schools were
filled with foreign students." The language problem is greater in high tech

fields such as engineering and computer schools may screen out TAs with severe
science, he added, "because foreign stu- language or teaching disabilities, acdents are career-oriented, and looking cording to Fenton and Robinette. "Carfor jobs to make them employable at negie Mellon opened the Teaching
Center two years ago to work with TAs,"
home."
Recent studies do show foreign stu- Fenton said. "We confront two probdents are now the majority in some grad lems: accent and teaching in American
school disciplines, CGS's Comstock schools." The center provides workshops, English proficiency classes and
noted.
'There's a heavy influx of foreign stu- individualized classroom training.
University funds and grants from the
dents, and TA positions are about the
only way they're (financially) sup- National Association of Foreign Stuported," said Betty Robinette, Minne- dent Affairs support English profisota's associate vice president of ciency and teaching method instruction
academic affairs. "One has to be very for U. of Minnesota's TAs. according to
careful putting them in front of a class- Robinette.
But some students complain the mearoom even if their English proficiency is
good." Proficiency tests help. she added, sures don't do enough. TA training probut "it's not how well they know the lan- grams and English proficiency tests
'don't encompass how foreign TAs exkuage, but how well they can use it."
Foreign TAs who master English still press themselves in the classroom," SUface the barriers of American classroom NYA's Hartman said. Administrators
interaction, said Ted Fenton of Car- "seem to think students are not paying
negie Mellon University's Teaching attention or not trying to understand.
Center. "A greater problem (than lan- That's not an acceptable answer for us."
guage) is their lack of understanding of he warned.
'Some students have very little conAmerican teaching methods" he
tact with people unlike themselves."
explained.
"There's a cultural difference," U.M.'s U.M.'s Robinette said. "They automatiRobinette said. 'In the Mideast. stu- cally say they can't understand foreign
dents just listen to lectures. There's no accents. We need to educate students.
interaction between students and ask them to try and understand. But
that's not to say there isn't a problem."
faculty.Stringent new guidelines at many she said.

Winning Teams Donht Enrich Colleges
cesful athletic teams nearer
r^T ve^f^^i
Contrary to some campus increase - and often reduce sports boosters' claim that contributions to an institution.
Frey's conclusions, summarheavy investment in athletics
helps the entire college win- ized in an article in theJanuary
ning athletic teams do not help issue of Currents published by
universities bring in more the Council for the Advancemoney from alumni or busi- ,ment and Support of Educaness, a researcher has con- tion. provide new ammunition
cluded after combining 12 for the critics of intercollegiate
athletic programs that do not
studies of the issue.
University of Nevada at Las pay for themselves.
Frey, an associate Sociology
Vegas professor James Frey
said all the studies indicate suc- professor, acknowledged some
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winningr teams help athletic
departments raise money, but
not other parts of the school.
"most observers tacitly accept
the belief that big time athletic
programs are partly justified
because they boost fundraising," Frey noted. "It's time we
realized that just isn't so."
The studies also show that
"an institution that concentrates the bull pf its effort on
raising money for athletics will
probably not raise as much as it

could for other proprraIms.'

he

noted. By the same token.
strategies that use athl<etics as a
vehicle to raise monies ,for academic purposes ayre also
unlikely to be successf ul."
Most college adminiistrators
contacted by CPS awem to
agree.
University of Penn sylvania
officials said their fu nd drive
was no more succesfu11 in the
two years before its football
team won or shared tw ,oconsec-

League championships than in the two after.
"I'd rather have the team winning because that's one less
excuse for not giving," Steve
utive Ivy

Derby. the director of alumni

giving. said. 'But in terms of
what prompts people to give. it
just doesn't seem to make that
much difference."
Contributions to the school's
athletic department fund
drive. however, have jumped
(ontinued cm page 5i
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a classic comedy by Jean-Baptiste Moliere
February 16-March 9
Thursday-Sunday Evenings
Matinees Sat. March 2 and Wed. March 6
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For reservations, groups, & subscriptions 928-9100
412 Main Street, Port Jefferson
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Yes, Photo Gallery is back.
This is a weekly feature where you
can show your work.
for 20,000 eyes to see.
Just submit any black and white
photos that you think are good
enough, along with your name and
telephone number, to
STATESMAN, Room 075, Stony Brook
Union Basement.
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New Program Gives Students Law Credit
By Debra Prisyon
Undergraduates at Stony Brook may
complete a full year of law school during
two summers prior and following gra-duation through the new Accelerated
Summer Entry Plan (ASEP)atthe Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law of
Yeshiva University.
The program, beginning this
summer, is believed to be the only one of
its kind in the nation. Students who successfully complete the two summers of
intensive law study in this program will
be able to finish their legal education in
two academic years spent in residence,
rather than the traditional throe.

According to Merton Reichler, prelaw advisor of the Office of Undegraduate Studies here, the program will be
run by Cardozo.'Any junior from any
college is eligible," Reichler said, students will be applying directly to
Cardozo.
"I4highly recommend the program,"
Reichler said. "People at Stony Brook
would certainly hope to carry Stony
Brook students, who might be in the program, through their senior year in a
seminar so they won't forget what they
learned over the summer." If that is
done, according to Reichler, a Cardozo

Positions in the program are limited.
faculty member would always be on
Entrance standards will be similar to
hand to advise.
Many universities, including Colum- those used for regular admission, which
bia and Cornell already have similar is based on the applicant's LSAT score,
programs that allow undergraduates to undergraduate record, letters of recomcombine their studies with law school mendation and other indicators of intelthere, obtaining a joint degree in six lectual excellence and achievement.
years. But Cardozo's program is the Tuition over the first two summers of
first one where students will be in the program will be about the same as
attendance outside of their undergradu- +he standard first year tuition.
Although there is no direct relationate school.
Students will be taught by a select ship between Cardozo Law School and
faculty in small class sections designed Stony Brook in this program, "there is a
to encourage individualized instruction committee presently engaged in
and enhance interaction between arranging other areas of cooperation
teacher and student.
with Cardozo," Reichler said.

Temple -Restobred After Years inDisarray
by the Coltle Prous Semice

Amherst, Ohio- Swedish architect Max Woeler
sees history when he looks at the remains of a 70-foot
replica of an ornate Buddhist temple stored in a warehouse here.
Others see rubble.
For more than 40 years, Woeler and others associated with various colleges around the land have tried
to make something of the disarray, and for more than
40 years, their quizotic art-for-art's-sake efforts have
ended at this very same warehouse in the very same
disarray. 'Nobody really gave much of a damn,"
Woeler said. "But this is a part of history that is
irreplaceable."
Woeler is now the latest to try to save it. He convinced Indiana University to try to get title to it and let
him attempt to restore and rebuild it in Sweden.
And in early January, the Indiana University Foundation, got the title. In fact, it's the second time the IU
Foundation has held the title. It owned the structure
from 1969 to 1981 before getting rid of it.
This time, Woeler had to convince the foundation to
sue to reacquire ownership. The temple, disassembled
into thousands of pieces and stored in an Amherst,
Ohio warehouse, has been damaged by nearly four
decades of neglect at the hands of institutions affiliated
with U.S. universityies.
Each university promised to restore it. None did.
Each then passed it on to another group. "It was something of an albatross," said Albert Craig, director of
the Harvard Yenching Institute, which owned the
temple from sometime in the 1950's until 1969. "It
would have required space, perpetual upkeep and high

storage costs," Craig said."It's not something a university wants to devote its resources to."
There is no complete record of the artifacts stored
with the structure. No one really knows how much it's
worth. But at auction, the temple and its artifacts
would fetch $3-to-$20 million, estimated Paul Haering, a member of a Cleveland group that owned the
structure from 1981 until last month. The temple is not
salvageable, Haering contended. In part because the
roof of the warehouse in which it is stored collapsed in
1983, about 55 percent of the woodwork has deteriorated, he said.
Industrialist Vincent Bendix, a Swedish immigrant, commissioned it for the 1932 World's Fair in
C(8icago, intending it as a memorial to Swedish
xrcheologist Sven Hedin. The temple was also on display at the New York World's Fair in 1939. Bend .
then donated it to Oberlin College in Ohio, which at the
time had strong ties to China because of a graduate
theology program that sent Christian missionairies to
China. The temple was shipped to Oberlin in 29 railroad cars in 1942, according to College Secretary
Robert Haslon. Oberlin broke ground to reconstruct
the temple, but gave up the effort when World War II
erupted.
After the war, Haslon said, Oberlin just never got
back to it. Oberlin then gave it to a Pittsburgh foundation to restore, which later returned it to Oberlin.
which sold it to the Harvard Yenching Institute. The
institute sold it to the IU Foundation.
None of the owners, however, managed to move the
temple from its Amherst warehouse. The IU Fourda-

tion acquired the temple to be part of an outdoor cultural center, said IU Foundation attorney Thomas
McGlasson. The cultural center, alas, was never built.
and by the mid-1970's, the foundation was looking for a
new owner for the temple. Former Chicago Mayor
Jane Byrne once promised that, if elected to a second
term, she would buy the temple and erect it in Chicago.
She lost her re-election bid.
In 1981, it was given to an Ohio group headed by
Cleveland businessman Jack Adam, who promised to
restore it. According to Haering, a scrap metal dealer
who was a member of the Cleveland group, Adam lost
interest in the project when he found out the restoration would cost $2.6 million. "Too many people told us
they didn't see any point in restoring it," Haering said.
In 1983, according to Haering. the IU Foundation
gave Adam's group permission to begin selling the
valuable parts. IT's McGlasson said no such permission was given. And though the temple had been dam
age i by the warehouse roofs collapse and a fire. anmsomc of the metal shingles had been melted down and
sold, Woeler showed up last summer to insist the term-.
pie was valuable and could be reconstructed.
In response, the IU Foundation sued to reacquire
ownership. In a Jar.. 9th out-of-court settlement. the
foundation reg-fined the title.
Things don't necessarily look brighter for the temple, however. Woeler notes he does not yet have the
money to ship the sturcture to Sweden and restore it. If
he can't, the IU Foundation will be looking for the new
owner again.

Winning Teams Don't Pay Off
Conklin said. "You cheer for the Yankees. but you don't send them a check.'
Conklin said the percentage of Notre
jumped substantially.
Notre Dame officials agreed Notre Dame alumni making donations to their
Dame's flagging football fortunes - its alma mater fluctuates between 45 and
team has won only five more games than 55 percent each year. but he added that
it has lost over the past four seasons - the changes cannot be correlated to the
haven't affected donations at all. deve- success of the school's athletic teams.
Even Boston College development
lopement director Tom Bloom said.
And asking Notre Dame football fans director Dennis Macro, whose school
who are not alumni for money has never has reversed a long tradition of gridiron
.worked out well, spokesman Richard mediocrity in recent years and gained
(Co n tinued froti page 3)

BLOOM COUNTY

national exposure, did not expect donations to increase substantially. "In the
long run it's going to help us because it's
one more thing to make someone proud
of this institution," Macro said. 'But the
effect is ever so subtle. Someone might
write us a check this time and not even
know why he did it."
But Brigham Young University officials dissent.
Development director Lee Gibbons
called Frey's article "misleading." lar-

gely because it includes what his called
"stale and outdated material."
Dale McCann. who has directed
-BYU's athletic booster program for the
past programs and institutions as a
whole. 'Giving is an emotional thing."
McCann said. "We need their attention.
and a winning team resurrects pride
and interest in a school." McCann
acknowledged, however. that he had no
empirical evidence indicating there is a
correlation.
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Protest the Faculty Budget Cut
The current budget proposal for the 198586 fiscal year poses a more than serious
threat to the University. If approved in its present form, the school will suffer worse than it
ever has before.
University President John Marburger says
that between one and two hundred jobs will
have to be cut from the University's payroll.
This is not feasible. Stony Brook already lost
118 staff positions under the blow of the
1984-85 budget, and we still feel the pain.
According to Marburger, we are going to
keep losing our good faculty and our good
students and wind up as another very expensive, somewhat run-down four year college at
this rate. Essentially, Stony Brook is up a
creek, and the only paddle that can save us is a
State government which seems to be penny
wise and pound foolish.
SUNY hired an independent commission to
discover the problems of the University,
which was very good. But if SUNY and the
State government are so concerned about
preserving the University system, how could
they possibly consider instituting such drastic
cuts to the University system; and especially
to Stony Brook, which the SUNY commission
considers to be SUNY's top research school?
President Marburger has complained about
the cuts and Statesman has told you about
them. Why isn't anyone doing anything else?
The budget proposals stand to hurt everyone
who goes here - students as well as faculty because what is one without the other.
Students should show that they care about
their education. And any student who cares at
all for his education should be very concerned, very worried and very angry.
Marburger shouldn't be fighting this battle
himself. There is no clear win or lose situation
here; chances are, we will lose something
somewhere once the final budget is derived. If
everyone concerned becomes involved, and
we voice our grievances in unison and let

ourselves be heard, we stand to lose much protest, to write letters, to lobby the State
less than if the battle waged by one lone legislature. There is still time to do all of this
because the fiscal year doesn't start until
administrator.
If you care, show you care. Whether it's April 1, and there's no guarantee that the
your job, your education, or any other tie of budget will be approved by then.
loyalty to Stony Brook that you care about, let
Show you care, if you care. Let's save Stony
yourself be heard. There still is timeto rally, to Brook.
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Eliminate Duplication of Services
By Brian Chaow Kohn
A major task before the Polity
Budget Committee and subsequently the Senate is the elimination of "duplication of funding of
services." By "duplication of funding of services" or just "duplication
of services" we mean that there
exists a strong correlation between
either the programs and services,
the purpose (expressed or evident),
and/or community or segment thereof served by two recognized
groups each requesting funds from
the Student Activity Fee. It is generally agreed that two such groups
should not both exist so that Polity
can concentrate its funding effort

for this area of interest. Concentration or centralization of funain. is
more effective than its alternatives
(More-Bang-For-The-Buck-Philosophy).
A fine line must be drawn
between what are two legally
separate groups and groups that
are similar enough to be considered duplicates. This is not an
easy task. Within the political
environment of budgetary planning, each decision maker will have
certain pro-conceived notions of
where duplication exists and
where it doesn't. A finite definition
would be great help, but it is
unrealistic to believe that one could
exist. Any written definition would,
of course, be subject to interpretation and that situation would be
worse than that with no written
definition. Some things are better
left unsaid.
The situation is made worse
when we investigate cultural. ethnic or nationalistic groups. I prosont an eomple not as a case of
duplication but rather as a case of
vhtwe the fine is extremy difficult
to draw. this waepe is the Jmwih
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cultural groups on campus. This
may be an exhaustive list: Hillel
Student Club, Jewish Association
for College Youth, Tagar and Masada (now defunct). Assuming each
of the clubs mentioned is determined to be a non-religious group,
it is still Polity legislation that at
least three of them have significantly different purposes. Such a
decisionis not a unanimous one
nor is it necessarily a permanent
one. It is common and healthy for
these issues to be reviewed often.
[The religion issue is not a minor
one. By New York State Law, funds
secured via mandatory Student
Activity Fees cannot be used for
religious, and for that matter, political purposes. The ramifications of
this are too complex to deal with
here but I hope to address them in a
future viewpoint.]
Taken to the n-th degree, it can
be argued that the funding of Residential College Legislatures is a
blatent duplication of services.
However, it is important to be cognizant of the difference between
this "duplication" and the dangerous type of funding that we need to
eliminate. The Legislatures are
essential parts of the University
community. They not only represent the closest "grassroots" groups
in Polity, but they provide a valuable training ground for Polity officers. One would hope before
omeone runs Polity s/he has
some experiencerunning a smaller
roup withn the sate organization. Also, it is obvious that no politically intelligent person would
suggest the demise of the Legislatures. The mostjmpotant justification for the apparern duplication is
that the Colle L"isature's progromming and the group of pbople
served are
o
icaly
Ar-

ated to such a great extent that they
could be, and are, considered to be
distinct-not duplicates.
It isvaluabletoviewthisexample
in respect to other cases. That is to
say, duplication of services may be
beneficial in some cases, but only
when the duplication is skill level
separation. College Legislatures
are separated geographically; but
so are Quad councils. However, it is
not generally agreed that that type
of geographical separation is satisfactory justification. Examples of
justification is still subjective.
What should be done if duplication is determined? There are several options:
1) The groups could merge, but
this could be difficult if the groups
emphatically view themselves as
having contrasting or opposing
goals or programming.
2) One group can be derecognized. There is a good chance
that this will be an arbitrary decision; i.e.: someone will be angry.
3) One or both of the groups
could change to provkde for a clear
separation of purpose. This would
moM provide for a clear separation
of purpose. This would most likely
end up being a cosmetic change
and Polity should not allow itself to
be tricked.
None of these options is perfect
but the first is usually best for the
, interests of Polt.
Polity should begin a crack-down
d
on of sevic. Centralization of resours is h boo path
for Polity to follow. That path is not
withou its dangers and deficiencies, but will, in ttm long run, proVida the best mix of quantity and
quality of ativity Vper dollar
allocated.
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Stony Brook's "Paper-Less"f Hospital 1
By Tim Laphem
The days of the whitecoated doctor carrying the
clipboard are over at Stony
Brook's Health Science Center (HSC). All forms of paper
record-keping are being
replaced by a computer software system. Originally instituted in 1979, HSC's

innovative 'paper-less' system has now replaced most
all paper forms of record
keeping.
Recently, the system was
put tip for sale to other hospitals. The system, known as
the University Hospital Information System, has a sale
value of $600,000.

The system itself performs
a variety of record-keeping
tasks. Its implementation has
greatly
uedced time spent on
record keeping as well as
storage space needed for
record keeping. "It runs all
patient care and financial
openions,'' said J. Howard
Oak", vice president of the

New Products In

Miracle Sterilizer

Dental Hygiene

Treats Herpes

-Page 3SP

-Page

HSC.
The system, which is the
product of five years of (efining the software, was created
on a set of bought and leased
machines located in the HSC.
The software was considered
so good that ;t was decided at
the and of last year by the
University's (continued on page 7S)
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Love someone? Wont a special gift?
ST. VALENTINE"'S DAY SPECIALS:
-Doves and Love-birds
-Graycheek baby parrots- tome, friendly
-Parakeets at half-price (with cage purchase)
-Bunnies
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Valentine's Week is February 8-14.
The fTD Flower Basket *Bouquet is usually less than $22 50
As independent retailers Members of the FTD Floral Network
set their own prices Service charges and delivery may
be additional
RRegistered trademark olf Florists Transworld Delivery Association

Navigation and guidance systems, real-time digital and
analog communications, avionics integration, signal
processing, inertial sensor assemblies. Work on these
complex assignments and others while bringing your
career into clear focus...with Kearfott.
See your Placement Office for our company profile and to
sign up for a one-on-one interview. U.S. citizenship
required. An equal opportunity employer, m/f, who
creates opportunities.
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MiracleSterilizerTre(zts Herpes
By Howard Breuer

Doctors at the Health Sciences Center are conducting
experiments with a new fast-acting sterilizing agent which
can be used as a disinfectant and as a treatment for herpes.
"It is less toxic and works much more rapidly than other

Dr. George Tortora is doirng work with Astracide in
cooperation with Ultrasound.

chemicals of the same nature," said Dr. George Tortora, the
acting director of Clinical Laboratories at University Hospital, in reference to the sterilant known as Astracide.
"rve used it to sterilize specific instruments in the hospital," he said. "It can be used as a disinfectant or as a
sterilizing agent depending on the degree of contact and the
duration. It will kill spores (sterilize] with six hours of soaking, or 15 minutes if you use it with Ultrasound."
Ultrasound is a technique which utilizes a water-filled
Ultrasonic cleaning tank that sends sound waves through
the water, creating collapsing bubbles of great force. Astracide is much faster than the most common sterilantformaldehyde, which requires 10 hours to kill the spores.
And when Astracide is combined with Ultrasound, the difference becomes even greater.
Tortora has used Astracide on a blood culture machine at
the hospital and on other instruments there. "I'm impressed
by what I've seen of it so far," he said. 'it actually solved big
problems that we had with the instruments."
Tortora also said that Astracide will be used at the hospital's recently opened burn center to sterilize the equipment
there when all of the necessary experiments have been
successfully completed. "This germacide [Astracidel will
not corrode the drains there like Clorox does," Tortora
said.
Astracide's main component is chlorine dioxide. It is used
mostly in liquid form. It is clear like rubbing alcohol, but it
won't irritate or bum the skin at all, according to Tortora.
Howard Alliger, president of Seat Systems Ultrasonics in
Farmingdale, invented Astracide in 1976. "I was looking for
something to clean and sterilize in one operation," Alliger
said.
Although Astracide is being used already by a few different institutions with a high degree of success, Alliger is

waiting for all of Tortora's experiments to finish before
Astracide hits the public market. "I want to be able to
market it with the 15 minute Ultrasound rate that Tortora is
coming up with," he said. "it is a very time saving item for
hospitals. It can be used from one operation to the next
without rinsing or anything. No ordering extra suplies out of
central stores anymore, just a few seconds in Astracide."
'We have high hopes [for Astracide]," he added.
The Alcide corporation, located in Norwalk, Conn., has
developed its own brand of technology which utilizes it's
own version of Astracide. According to Alcide President
Harry Upton, the sterilant is presently being tested in
Europe as a treatment for herpes virus. Victims of herpes
genetalia and simplex two have already been successfully
treated at the Institut Forneau in Paris, France and at St.
Stephens University in London, England, he said.
Double blind experiments are being done now at both
istitutions to determine the degree of effectiveness that the
Astracide has on the herpes sufferers. Upton said that "it
will not be too long before the Alcide brand [of Astracide]
becomes accepted ... clinicians at the company are already
to go."
Still another use for Astracide researched by Alcide is an
Alcide-based sterilization for kidney dialysis patients.
Known as RenNew, the product should hit the market
sometime in March or April, according to Upton.
Alliger recently received certification from the Environmental Protection Agency that Astracide is effective for
sterilization of medical and dental instruments. He sees the
substance as a potential successor to the hexachloraphene,
or hand-soap, common in home use some years ago but
now banned for non-professional disinfectant use. "With
some kind of a two-part dispenser or even made into a'dual
soap,' this," he said, "will be the hand-soap of the future."

Profs Make Bad Breath Histor v
By Royce Calhoun
Halitosis, commonly known as bad
breath, could be a problem of yesterday, if
Dr. Thomas McNamara's and Dr. Israel
Kleinberg's research is marketed.
Kleinberg and McNamara, both oral biodogists at Stony Brook's Dental School, have
been doing research towards a cure for halitosis since 1968. It has been known for some
time what the mechanism that creates odor
of the mouth is, but presently, they have
discovered how to interrupt the
mechanism.
Kleinberg, chairman of the Department of
Oral Biology and Pathology in the Dental
School, said, "Halits, is caused by the
activity of bacteria in the mouth." Pep des
in the saliva are broken down by bacteria in
the mouth. Some of them bacteria produce
malodorous e duc,
while others do
not, according to Kleiberg.

this is so."
Despite the act that they are unsure why
older people have more severe halitosis conditions than youngsters, Kelinberg offered
some theories. Saliva flow is important in
controlling halitosis. The more saliva flowing
through the mouth, the more oxygen there
is. 'Many kinds of medication slow down the
saliva flow," Kleinberg pointed out. Older
people tend to take more medication than
younger people and this could account for
increased malodor.
When a person sleeps, saliva flows down
dramatically which is why one wakes up
with bad breath. Similarly, when one is ll,
the saliva flow is relatively slow, which in
turn leads to bad breath. Smoking is a dual
cause of hahtom. Not only is the smell of
smoke in the mouth offensve, but the smokjng inhibits the Row of saiva.

-

Kleing

said that

'a

person can't smell

-We have isolated the specific bacte ia
that yields maddox endproducts and
found a way to interrupt those specific relictiow, McNaeara said. The method by
which the reacton halted is theintroduc
tion of certain chmials in the mouth. The
identity of dese chemicals can't be dieclo-ed for obvious reasons.
According to Klenberg%a lack of oxygen
in the saliva also leads to bad breath. It was
proenthat the oxygeni
ved in chemictal
reactions in the mouth camepri
lyfroan
the saliva as opposed to coning from the
tosphee. This was proven at Stony
Book i 1975 by Klenbrg and David Gro6erman
-, a reserch assistant, usn oxygen

Did you ever have a cavity? Ever had a
dentist grind a drill into your decayed tooth,
ndng tiny, smely chips of tooth flying
round the place? Well, there is a chance
that you may never have one agan if Dr.
Israel Kleinberg's research proves
rkleable.
Kleinberg chairman and prosorf the

electodes. Some people geneticaly have
more oxygen in their saiva thanothers and

'Departmentof Oral Biology and Pathology
at Stony Brook's Dental School, has be

consequently have sweater breath.
"I ha beam noticed that children hve
sweet breath, young aduts have strog but
notnece ly bad breath and older adus
tend to have bad breath," Kleinbg said.
And, he add
"Wearc rot reay sur why

workingon a cure for tooth decay since the
early 1960s. Aftfhogh he emerged with such
a cure in the 1970s, which he tenmed Sialin in
1980, it as too expensive to be marketed.
According to Kleinberg. cavities are
caused when sweets come in contact with
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his own bad breath." For a halitosis test,
Kleiberg suggests ficking the bad of one's
had. When the saliva evaporates,smell for
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odor.
There are simple measures one can take
to combat halitosis. One of these things is
cleaning the tongue. The tongue hosts
much of the bacteria in the mouth; hence,
wiping it off with a paper towel or brush
helps.
The process by which halitosis is created
is very similar to the process which creates
any odor on or in the body, whether it be on
the foot, in the feces, under the arms or in
the mouth, McNamara said.
The discovery of the two docto. - is not
ready to be marketed yet, as the chemical
has to be proven on humans first. In the
.future, people wilt be able to buy foot
powders, deodorants, toothpastes and
mouth rinses that could reduce malodor
a.
I the Osubstantivity," or the ability to last,
is increased in the cheia Kleinberg and
McNamara are working on, a future mouth
rinse containinq this chemical could be used
as little as twice a day and be very effective.

ur. 'area

norwg

This differs sharply from current mouth
washes such as Ustersne, which, according
to McNamara merely "... masks the makodor by creating a perfume smeHl without
interfering with the mechanism that causes
the makdor."

ttion Battles Cavities
plaque, which yidds an acid as an endproduct. It is the acid that dissolved the tooth
creating the cavity. 'Teeth, which aremade
ly of calcium phosphate, are not solubi in base or at neutrality."
Human saliva contains natural cavity
fighting substances. These substances,
=wich are itmgenous
ides, are broken
down by bacteria in plaque to make alkali,
said Kleinberg. It is the alkali or base which
prevents tooth decay.
'Some people have more of these cavity
fighting substances in ter saiva than others," Keinberg said. Ths fact explain why
some people who eat Wintess amounts of
sweets and semingly never brush their
**-.
.-------»
.

teeth are cavity free, while others, in spote of
all their efforts, are plagued with cavities all
of their lives
"Even the ancient Eagptians used alkali
substances to prevent tooth decay," Kleinberg said. He claims that only the wealthy
Egptans had a problem with cavities
because they were the only people who
could afford sweets. The Egyptian hierarchy
would take the unne of a boy in puberty and
use it as a mouth nnse.
Without realizing it, the Egyptas were
tampering wnth a possible cure for toothdecay. The boy in puberty had an abundance
of urea n his tirme and the urea, which
tfrontinued on page 5S)
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The Undergraduate
Psychology Organization
i

will be showing
"ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOOS NEST"
on Wed. Feb. 13th at 5:30 on Lecture Hall 105 & 106.
All are welcome.

i
I

U.P.O. would like to thank DR. J. Friedman for his lecture on
HUMAN SEXUALITY, which made our last meeting highly
successful. On Feb. 20 at 7:00 in SSA 137 we will have another
guest lecturer, so ......... GET PSYCHED!!
>.
.........-

THE SASLSJVG

HOSPITAL qVOLUNTEER
ORGANIZATION:
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JOIN US!

wil be having a meeting on

Pilgrim State starts Tuesday, Feb. 12.

TUESDAY, FEB. 12 AT 5:30PM IN ROOM 216 UNION
New members are welcome to attend.
No experience necessary, we'll teach you ever
wanted to know about:
RECREATIONAL SAILING, RACING, BOARDSAIUNG
and much, much more.
E
Eof
am
X
-

i

We leave the Administration Loop at 6:00pm, return at9:00pm

Kings Park starts Wed., Feb. 13
We leave the Administration Loopat6:30pm, return at9:00pm

Old Field House starts Mon. Feb. 11 & Wed. Feb. 13

I

We leave the Administration Loopat6:30pm, return at8:30pm
For more information call 6-4559.
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Required.

SUMMER 1 985

Inquire in the Polity Suite Room 2589
Union Building.Ask for Wendy.
246-3673.
Must Be Avallabe From9:00X5:00.
Tueby,& Thursday.

CAREER INTERNSHIPS
BENEDICT

*

1:1 5PM FEBRUARY 12, 198
lOqEOE
For Infoirmadon Call Eric 6-6673
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The Dispute Over A New Dest

0

By Benjamin Chamy

It is no simple matter to create an educational department
in the competitive Life Sciences Division. The task becomes
more difficult when a proposed department is meant to "fitl
something of a hole" in the Biological Sciences curriculum.
The proposed Department of Celular and Developmental
Biology, one step away from becoming an official academic
department, fills this "intellectual gap" and is the answer to
the "need to add strength" to the Life Sciences Division,
according to Provost Homer Neal.
But while many university officials on all sides of the issue
believe a new Department of Cellular and Developmental
Bioogy should be created-at Stony Brook, questions remain
about the current proposal that has been submitted to the
University Senate, the university's faculty governance
body.
The new department would tie together courses presently offered by other departments and create courses in
new areas that are not yet offered in the university's curriculum. The establishment of such a department has been
hampered in its approval by the University Senate because
of two major underlying points of opposition, those interviewed said. The first question many in the faculty forum
have is whether, during a time when state funding for SUNY
schools has not been overly generous, the estimated $2.3
tillion is available to create a new department. The second
reason the proposal has failed to come to a vote in the
senate is due to a concern over whether the new department would have a committment to undergraduate education instead of solely research. Despite the questions, many
ofree that there is a need for a separate Department of
Celaluar and Developmental Biology.
The Need for a New Department
The roots of the need for a new department date back to "
1970, when the inadequately small Department of Biology
was expanded and split into six different life sciences departments. "it took two years of negotiations to do it," Richard
Koehn, dean of Biological Sciences, said. He authored a
July, 1983 formal proposal for the creation of a new Department of Celluiar and Developmental Biology - the proposal
the senate is now reviewing.
"The newly organized Division of Biological Sciences in
1970 consisted of a Bio-Chemistry Department, an Ecology/Evolution Department and a now defunct Cellular and
Comparative Biology Department," Koehn said. 'We also
changed from verticle programming, a ladder structure' of
the division, to horizontal programming, an attempt to
group together similar levels of the Biology Department
organizations. Yet, after these changes there were still gaps
in the biological sciences."
A later step in the development and need for the Department os Cellular and Developmental Biology was the dissolving of the Cellular and Developmental Department. Due
to a lack of strong leadership and direction and an "internally heterogeneous" group of faculty, the department was
dissolved and professors were reassigned to other
departments.
"The department existed in name only and wasn't capaIble of mounting research or undergraduate programs,"
Koehn said about one of his first actions as the newly
appointed dean of Biological Sciences. "The only way to
build Cellular Biology up to a major research university level
and fMlthe gaps in the department was to dissolve it and start
from scratch. At this time, most of the faculty recognized
the need for Department of Cellular and Developmental
Biology] and this action was the first major step I took
towards creating it," Koehn said.
"Theinstitution here at Stony Brook," Koehn said about
his motivation to request the new department, "has a world
class Life Sciences Divsions and deserved a department of
Cellular and Developmental Biology to investigate more
complex systems."
Provost Neal said certain "holes' in the Biology Department have heightened the need for such a department. 'In
1982, we had to make emergency appointments in the Biology Department so the Comparative and Cellular Biology
could be taught," Neal said. "There were no faculty
mmrbers who could handle providing courses that a sgificant number os students expect to take. We were using a
pofessor from Suffolk Community College to teach. The
e
gerency aroste because this professo wasn't available,
he sad.
Koehn submitted the perpsal for a separate department
to the Unnwrsity Council of Deans and the Unwersity
Senate Executie Cmmittee in 1983. The saute executive
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committee passed the proposal on to the full senate.
Proposal Held up Due to Dispute
'There were many hindrances," Koehn said about the
discussions on the proposal still being debated by the University Senate, "that date back to a year and a half ago." The
major block was availability of funds he said.
Joel Rosenthal, immediate past president of the senate
said one of the concerns senators have is that because the
state has not been increasing its funding of new programs in
SUNY that funds would have to come from other academic
departments to pay for the creation of the new department.
"There hasn't been any substantial funding in the past three
or four years," Rosenthal said. "Fifteen years ago, when
Stony Brook was stiB relatively young, there was money and
plenty of growth. The process of developing a new department is much harder now. More care is taken. People are
much more careful with funds for a new department
because the money is coming from other departments and
not huge state grants," he said.
Neal agreed with Rosenthal and said that "the reality of
resources not coming into SUNY isn't allowing us to grow at
our old rate."
The money involved with tooling the department up,
hiring new faculty members and supplying them with equipment, amounts to a primary budget of approximately $2.3
million projected over five years, according to Koehn. "Big
bucks," he said.
Laurence Slobodkin, recently elected as University
Senate President, said the large initial investment would
serve as an attraction for strong talent to upgrade an incomplete Biology Department. "There is only a finite amount of
resources directed to biology and only part is going to be
directed to the department. It's an expensive thing to toolup, but it'll provide for high technology equipment which
attracts strong talent. Strong talent will fill the incompleteness that currently exists in the division of Biology," he said.
Koehn also said that a large initial investment would aid to
fill the intellectual gaps in the Life Sciences Division and
upgrade the program. "It's highly competitive," he said.
'Distinguishable, visible people are attracted by respectable
salaries and laboratories. This leads to research grants. The
program could perpetuate itself this way."
Committment to Undergrads Questioned
Aside from the lack of funds, a question of the committment that the proposed department will make to undergraduate education - a committment that is missing in
most of the life sciences, according to Rosenthal - is the
other major hinderance blocking the senate's approval.
Rosenthal said the senate discussed the proposal many
times over the last year, but has not voted on the proposal.
"Everyone involved with the proposed department's history agrees that there is a need for it," Rosenthal said. "It's
the obligation to undergraduate, who aren't taken
seriously, and their share of the new resources to biology
that is an outstanding issue."
But those behind the proposal contend that there is the
prospect that undergraduate education will be stressed.
'New educational opportunities are there for educational
programs such as the [Department of Cellular and Developmental Biology],"said J. Howard Oaks, vice president of the
Health Sciences Center. 'This will improve the undergraduate staus within the department."
Oaks added that "one can deliver an undergraduate commi tment in Cellular and Developmental Biology and still
have an excellent graduate department. But," he added,
"you can't expect an equal balance between graduate and
undergraduate emphasis. Stony Brook has a tendency to
shift the balance away from undergraduates. Top quality
institutions have an emphasis on undergraduates, too. If
Stony Brook is to ever reach that high educational level,
undergraduates must have equal emphasis with the
graduates."
Barrier Between Graduate and Usrgrd
Koehn admitted that there is a very substantial barrier
between undergraduate and graduate levels of biology. 'I
see this department as an attempt to not only fill the gap in
the Biobxgy Department and the Life Sciences Division, but
also an attempt at positive interaction between the two
faculties," he said.
Despite lacking funds and the concem over the committment of the proposed new department to undergraduates,
the process is stalled while awaiting approval from the
Senate. A search committee, chaired by Fred Miler, chairman of the Pathology Department, has been Miterviewing
candidates or the chair of the
Ed
department.
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Richard Koehn, dean of Biological Sciences, proposed the new depa rtment.
"T'here are two very important characteristics for the
chair," Koehn said. "He must be a distinguished scientist
and have administrative abilities. He must be plugged into
the field, someone with vision that will lead the field and help
to upgrade the Life Sciences to a major university level."
Koehn estimated that the department will be initiated
next fall and says it will take five years for the department as
a whole to be put "into place," he said.
"The affects on the undergraduate level will be seen in
three years," he said. Potential new undergraduate courses
include those in Cellular Biology Laboratory, Plant Cell
Biology, Plant Development,
Cytology, Advanced
Ceilular Biology, and Lower Organism Development.
"The types of courses offered by this department will be
determined by the faculty hired. We will offer what we are
equipped to offer. Hopefully, we will be able to offer as many
of the 21 recommended courses that our survey showed
were necessary for an adequate undergraduate education in
Ce'lular and Developmental Biology, as we can." Koehn
sain.

SB Researcher
Battles Cavities
(continued from pa(3e 3S)
reduces to ammonia after reactinq with plaquie, was primwi
ily responsible for decay prevention
Kleinberg's new and possibly more matketable Stain
employs urea. The original Stalin was a tetrapeptide containing argenine glycine, glycine and lycine and it was expel,",'
to mass produce. The new Sialin uses only argeninm ..nd
urea and is thus cheaper to make Klemnberg explined. "The
urea works in a new way to make argenine more eftective
than the original Sialin "
The new Sialin has also been tested on humans. as
'wet
aanimals, and has proven effective. Sialin. combined with
flourlde could "virtually eliminate tooth decay." Kl*mnbwrq
said. However, the public will probably not be able to use
Sialin in non-prescriptive form until the next three to tive
years. Stalin, like flournde, will be marketed il the trmni of
toothpast or mouthwash. Ityou have problems with cav it-,
and can't wait, perhaps you can use the mwethod employed
by the Egyptian hierarchy.
-SCalhoun
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IN MAIN LIBRARY, N3064.

Contact Kelly 6-7896 or Chenai 6 4152
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Get Dressed Up.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14TH AT 7:OOPM

$5.00 each
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and find out about telescope making,
sattelite plotting, and up-coming trips

w

'in Union Room 236 at 8:00pm
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH

O.

All Are Welcome!

O
O

Astrophotography meets Wed. Feb. 13 at 7:00
in ESS Rm 183.
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~~Wednesday Night 7:00pm
J)
Union Room 213
New People Are Encouraged To Attend.
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Meeting

hClub

Wednesday Night 8:30pm
Union Room 213
l Are Welcome To Attend!
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Dates lave Beon Sget ?For The Following Club,

I

Special

Wednesday, February 20th at 7:30pm&

;t

Groupj

Interest

FTP. 4|:
Library Room W3510 (Down the hall from Aim Office)MONDAY
!
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| b^SiASOMEASCSOAASOWomyn'sCenter, Stony Broo k atlw
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Hl lenic Socieny, Slac Club, Ctw ss Club.,
.India.
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General Body Meeting
GALA Philippie
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Topic: Intemships-How, When, & Where to Apply

;t

Speaker: Bill Wiesner from Undergraduate Studies
Wednesday, February 13th at 8:00pm SHARP!
^~~~~~Union
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ould appreciate It If a# the club treasurers | would
Contact me. Awould the folowingseniatrscontactme ,
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8:00pm Tuesday, February 12th.
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COMPUTERS

-- --

Sells 'Model' Software

|HSC

I

dmmmm

(continued from page IS)
Hesearch Foundation that it should be put
up for sale. It was placed on the market just
a few months ago through an agreement
between Price and Waterhouse and Co.

(which holds the internationad marketing
rights to the system) and the State University's Research Foundation.
The profits from the sale of the system are
supposed to go to the state. Last Thursday.
E however, a man was indicted for allegedly
trying to sell the system himself. Frank
Russo, a former HSC employee, was
indicted on charges of illegally copying the
software and sefinq it to the Albert Einstein

Medical Center in Philadelphia. Russo 'ormerly the director of University Systems
Analysis, was indicted for trying to sell the
system to the medical center for a cost o0
over $300,000. Russo is accused of having
used his position during the period of June
1981 to August, 1983 to copy the prograrr
Security systems guarding who has
access to the system have been added on to
prevent anything similar from happening in
thl fitfilro
ire

f~Ak-r^- qaiA

.ll
.
b
system
remains up for
the
Meanwhile,
legitimate sale. HSC is continuing to refine
the software of the five yeas old system. It

I

The Hospital/

tlaesrnman, Howra treuer

HSCComplex

addition to the software being refined, Rur
- so's method of copying the software is beins

reviewed to insure the incident does not
reoccur.
*
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-BRIEFSAward s Announced

]

For students of the computer age...

Three cancer researchers at
Stony Brook have been chosen for
the university's 1985 Catacosinos
Fellowships.
They are Dr. Paul Bingham,
assistant professor of biochemistry; Dr. Patrick Hearing, assistant professor of microbiology; and
Dr. Rajen Koshy, assistant professor in the Oncology Division of
the Department of Medicine in the
School of Medicine.
University President John
Marburger said the "review committee supported these nominations enthusiastically and I
wholeheartedly endorse the
recommendations."
Dr. Marvin Kuschner, dean of
the School of Medicine, said "All
three are young investigators who
iI have already made significant contributions to the molecular biology
of gene expression. The awarding
of fellowship support to be used in
the pursuit of research by these
young investigators wil, I believe,
best fulfill the purposes of the
Catacosinos grant for this year."
Bhe awards, totalling $25,000,
come from the William J. and
Florence M. Catacosinos
Cancer Awards Fund, established
at Stony Brook in the late seventies by Dr. and Mrs. Catacosinos
of Mil Neck, N.Y.

I

Academy seat
A professor from Stony Brook's
Department of Pharmacology has
been elected as a member of the
Taiwan National Academy of
Science, the Academia Sinica.
Dr. Cheng-Wen Wu, gined
the seat at the latest bi-annual election of the Academy. Out of the
eight seats that were filled at the
meeting of the worki's most exclusive scientists, five were
Americans.

The COMPAQ Persnal Computer prepares
tke for dass amI the busiress wrW.
Remember when life was simple enough to compute in
your head. You know, way back when the computer age
was the wave of the future and a portable typewriter was
the "must-have" on campus. Well, the future is here. And
many colleges and universities are requiring students to
have their own personal computers.
What better gift for your graduating senior than a personal computer to use in college, and in the future when
entering the business world. A computer like the
COMPAQ desktop unit that goes from dorm to class and

T

ESS Museum

Dr. Val Gerard, assistant professor of Manne Biology Studies,
willexplain through sdesand lectures the potential of ocean farn-

*

Authoized
Dealer

ing as an energy resource, and the

t

basic biology of the Giant Kelp, in
"An Underwater Look at Caiforria Kelp Forests."
The event runs from 7:30 to 8:30
PM this Friday, Feb. 15, at the
Long Iland Natural Sciences
Museum in the Earth and Space
Sciences Buiding.
I
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back. The COMPAQ is IBM-compatible; it uses the iane
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operating system. has as much memory, and disk diri es
comparable to IBM s personal computers.
Visit your local Entre Computer Center and talk with an
Entre Systems Consultant. He will help you choose the
computer that meets the requirements of your student's
school. He can also help you with a financing plan you
can afford.
And that's not all: Entre backs your student with training, service and support. Plus Entre s exclusive one-year
COMPAQ service warranty. Just some of the many ways
Entre is working to make our customers' entry into the
computer age simple and rewarding.
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TUESDAY FUX PRESENTS:

Budget Hearings
Are Here?

'$Amovie of rare wit.*.*thforghly enjoyable "9
NEW YORK TIMES

"A film that explodes into a major delight. Ferocious,

Compassionate and Funny!'"

wXRITVardSATURDAY

REVIEW

" .. sophisticated, beautifully acted, intelligently written."
NEW

Ifyou are a club, you must make an appointment
for your treasurer to be seen by a subcommittee.
Sign-up sheets for interview appointments for
SERVICES CLUBS are now in the Polity office.

POST
LYR

"A brilliant dark-comic performance by Tom Conti...
one of the more electrifying performances of the year."

If You Don'tMake An Appointment,
You Don't Get A Bualgtl-f
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JPre-Nuirsi»»^^
Society Meeliny

Tuesday, Febary 2th
7:00 and 9:00 In the Union Audftorium
50s with ID $1.00 watmp ID
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WHY ISRAEL
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WHY ZIONISM

- WHY JERUSALEM
&
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WHY JEWISH STRENGTH
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Tuesday, February 12 at 7:30pm
Union Room 216
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To answer all of these questions JOIN:

ZIONIST STUDENT ACTMST MOVEMENT AT STONY BROOK
For more information call David at 6-4711 or Asher at 6-3734
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Hey You'
Are you, yes you,
interested in advancing yours
and the community's knowledge and
awareness about the struggle of the
Black Community?

Good! So Are We!
.

The A.A.S.O. Cultural Center (Stage XII) Fireside
Lounge:
Wednesday's6:30pm
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You'll never have to look farfor
a Valentine, because you'll
| always have my heart...Dennis
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I loved you the first dayV
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Anthony,
Only You
:Id The Key I
My Heart.
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we met, today, and every
day inbetween.
But more so, I will loveI
you tomorrow and
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Be Mine Forever,
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This year say I Love You with an ad in Statesman.
Now I ou can not only get a classified ad, but a small display
ad as well! For more information come down to Room 075,
Union Basement, or call 246-3690.

Show Your Loved One How Much You Care!
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'TURKEY BREAST
TUNA SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD

^WAr

.8

'

s .7.

S .75
S .75

BEVERAGES

90
.................
HOT DOriS .............
HAMBURGERS -(QUARTER POUNDER) .... 1.25
1.50
GRILLED CHEESE.........................
GRILLED CHEESI 'I.ATH HAM ............ 2. 0

1.89 SMALL

,

HOME MADE FRENCH FRIED POTA TOES ..
MACARONI SALAD.................. L 1.50
POTA TOE SALAbD................... L 1.50
L 1.50
COL.-fSLA W........................

Served with Soup, Choice of Salad and
Lettuce & Tomato

2.79 LORGE

0

SIDE ORDERS<

ITALIAN
MEXICAN
BROCCOLI & CHEDDAR
ASPARAGUS
HAM & BACON
SPINACH & MUSHROOM
ONION

E

Z~~~ni''

-, os

$2.95

2.69 LARGE
1.79 SMALL

ROAST
BEEF

-

PL^TTTERS

bOILED HAM

CAPPICOLLA
PROSCUOTTI
GENOA SALAMI
PEPPERONI

I
-

QLICHE

2,2 LA E
1.49 sMALL

ir &
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MIZAEMI--mlir

I

COLD HER8s

VI.eGINA HAM

11
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BOAR'S IEAD BOLOGNA
BOAR'S EADLIVERWURST
CHICKEN ROLL
EGG SALAD

|

Jum-l-momw

JFKEE

I

COKE
7XUP
DIET COKE
ROOT BEER

COFFEE
TEA
SANKA
HOT CHOCOLA TE

Medium ...... 60
Large..... 75

45t

l

ALL ABOVE H EROES SERVED WITH C HOICE
OF CHEESE: AMERICAN, SWISS,
PRO1VOLONE,
rl
& THE WORKS (at your request)

American Special
BOILED HAM, GENOA SALAMI
BOLOGNA, AMERICAN CHEESE
&.
THE WORKS!
$2.79 LARGE
____$1.89 SMALL

I

The Continental

Italian Special
PROSCIV IlTINI, GENOA SAA,
CAPPICOLLA, PROVOLONE
&
THE WORKS!
.$2.79 LARGE
$1.39 SMALL

-,

ROAST BEEF, TURKEY
HAM AND SWISS

~&

.

THE WORKS!
$2.99 LARGE
$1.99 SMALL

[FreeIce Cream!
\
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1 Scoop, Cone Or Cup Wih Purchase Of
Any Hero At Regular Pce
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DIET PLATTERS
a> .
. S2.9 5
Tuna Salad
$>
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Gd ChickenSalad^
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Coventry Hero and Dessert 751-5298

^
S.tX
Ad.

I

wbove SIrved with Soup,
Chokce of Salad,
Lettuce A Tomato
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ThiOCkShoke
T»Nick Shake
SCOda Root
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Write "Why I like Bill" in
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Seniors - $250

Class of'f 1970 S:cholarship will be awarded
to a freshman in good standing who has
nade the most significant contribution to
the University.

Babak Movahedi's Senior Leadership
Award will be given to a senior who has
made a significant change in the
University environment by bringing
together various constituencies through
the development of community life.

Sophomores - $500
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OBS GYN SPECIALISTS
BOARD CERTIFIED

GYNECOLOG"
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__

Day & Evening

Graduate Students - $500

I*Hours

Elizabeth Couey Scholarship will be
awarded to a junior in good standing who
has been active in campus affairs and
who 'has done the most to foster
communication and bridge understanding
among students, faculty and

Stnctly

nruteiUDISCOUEW

IA ISLND

Alumni Scholarship will be awarded to a
graduate student who is active in campus
affairs and who has demonstrated
achievements benefiting the University
environment.
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Ashley Schiff Scholarship will be awarded
to a sophomore in good standing who has
i made significant contributions to campus
ife and/or made contributions toward
onserving and preserving the local
I environmnent .
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Deadline - March 1, 1985

STONY BROOK

Applications available in the Alumni Office, 330 Administration
Telephone: (516) 246-7771
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-TRAVEL
FT LAUDERDALEI On the Stripl
Don't Delay[ Make Spring Break
reservations now. Call Trish or
Dawn, 246-4243.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK $369
Total. Includes: Airfare, hotel,
cruises, extras. Cal1 Carol 2468534.

Cs--

HOUSING

SIGMA BETA NEEDS INDUCTION I
ceremony Ushers for Feb. 17thl For r
Information call Melanie at 6-4761.

Room For Rent for female only in
grad student and working persons
house. Females only. Call Stephanie at 444-2454.

SIGMA DELTA TAU SOROTITY
Spring rush. First party February
11 th, Room 236 Union, 7:30 pm.
Any questions call 6-4942. Ask for r
Meryl or Kim.

OPEN TO HSC Faculty, staff &students and also graduate students. 5
Bedrooms, enclosed porch, kitchen,
3 baths, on 2 secluded acres in
walking distance to university.
$1300/month plus utilities. Call
owner 928-0410 or 928-6333. No
fee.

FORT LAUDERDALE,
SPRING
BREAK. $169. All inclusivel Suite,
w/kitchonette RIGHT ON STRIP!
Call Carol-246-8534.

PORT JEFFERSON VILLAGE, walk
to all. Newly restored oldie. Contemporary flair. Decks, lofts, skylighis, 3 bedrooms, sunroom. Low
taxes S 135,000. Our Exdusive Cornell Petsco 928-5484.

ROME, PARIS, LONDON. R/T Airfare. Hotel, Eurail Passes. Stay 1
week- 2 months. $499. Reserve
now. 269-6262.
BEST BUY ON CAMPUSI Daytona
Beach Includes transportation,
hotel on beach, & activities. From
8 219 00. For more information call
Nowl 246-4464.

ONE BEDROOM Unfurinished
apartment walk to SUNY, railroad,
village-nonsmoking male preferred-689-7136 evenings, weekends.
_-REAL ESTATE: Want a fast sale? I
buy all cash/ stay as tenant. 689
9070. SHARE HOUSE WITH other
Gay males in Blue Point. $250 ".
month plus 1/5 utilities. Semester
or longer term ok. 363-6062.

SPRING BREAK IN FORT LAUDERDALE. 1 spectacular week of sun
and sand and surf. Hotel includes
Penrod's, free keg and built in pool
on the beach. Don't delay. Reservetions going fast so reserve now.
Contact Terry 6-4288.

HOUSE TO SHARE WITH two
women graduate students. All carpeted, fireplace, washer dryer,
nicely furnished. South Port Jeff.
$200 plus 1/3 utilities. Woman
non-smoker preferred. 331-3616.

FORT LAUDERDALE, BAHAMAS.
BERMUDA Spring break party
week. R/T Airfare, hotel, from
5275 Reserve Nowl 269-6262.

SERVICES

ACM COMPUTER CLUB COME for
our first meeting on Feb. 11 /85 at
5:00 pm at LuB1211.

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: GOLD NECKLACE AND I
religious medal in Gym on Jan.
31st. If you can identify, call 65488. Ask f or Chr is.

LOST: BROWN LEATHER PURSE mn
area of Kelly Quad. If found, rewardl
Call 6-4992.

HAVE YOU UNDERSTOOD Organic
rhem lately? If not, or even if you
need just a little extra help, there is
no need to despair. Expert tutoring
at a reasonable hourly rate offered
in the evenings Call 9AM-5PM Mf 246- 3606

72 VEGA GT ENGINE and tires in
good condition, clutch needs repair.
Good for parts or fix yourself.
$100.00 or best offer. Joan 4733718 5:30-7:30 pm.

Stony Brook at Law and AIM office
present "Law School and After; A
Minority Perspective." February
9th at 1:30 until4. 2nd floor. Graduate Chemistry Commons. There vviN
be speakers including first and
second year law students.

r PiNG- Fast. reliable typing. * 1.00
per page. Pick up and delivery availabbe Call Randi 698-8763.

STOP SMOKING CLINIC FREE service for all Stony Brook Students.
Provided by The University Health
Service. One on one student physician sessions. By appointment only.
Call 246-2273.

'YPING -Done professionally.
u icklV. and amcurately. All types of
jobs Call Louise 472-9622
BRIDES & BRIDEGROOMS Wedding photographer available for
prpnng and summer dates-Quality
-.
ork at reasonable rates. 120
prints in albums starting at *225.
Call Jim at 467-4778 eves for appt

STONY BROOK NEEDS SENIOR
wee. Senior week needs YOUI Be
part of a tradition in the making.
First meeting on Monday Fob. 1 1 at
5:00 pm in SBU 213. Fore more
info. contact office of Student Activities. 246-7109.

iF YOU EXPERIENCE PROBLEMS
with depression, stress, phobias,
compulsive habtts or interpersonal
c ommunicat on, profe ssional counseling to available 689-7061. J.
BotticaUI; CSW

WOMYN S CENTER WELCOMES
ALL to our general meeting. Monday. Fob. 11. 7pm and especiallyto
our first Womyn's Rep Group Meetmg Wed.. Feb. 13, 8:00 pm..Union
071. Share our experincesl AN
students staff welcoe.

TERPAPAPER DUE &you hate to
type? CaN Susan after 700 pm331-4984 For Quick Professional
Servce Free peck-up J deliery

2GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE
general meetings are hold Thursday 8pm., Union 226. Need Info.?
6-7943.

REPORTS-RESUMES.
word proceing for all your needs Quick
personalized service. Personal
Office Services 473-4622.

PRE-MED MEETING DISCUSSING
AED Honor Society. Wedneaday.
Union 072 4.30. Call 687209 for
OLD WEST DELIVERY Service pids
details.
up on campus
*rd
delivers to arports Please call 588-6334.
SHABBAT DINNER: FOOD,
FRIENDS. singing, services. Every
SINGER will make your m triMenFriday night at Roth Caftrin.
'se* seve memorable. Call Lynn
We're HIlMl Student Club: 246after ?PM. 584-7393.
6842 Humanities 166. Call us for
reservations.
IDJ S DJS DJ'S FEATURING Jodx
from Park Bench, Spanky's, Tokyo
IALIAN CLUB SPAGHETTI BASH.
Joe s Student Discounnsf CLASS
d. Fb 13, 7:15pm. Lib.room
t NTERTAINMENT 928-7561.
4M1.Bring enough for two.
-TYPING
- DONE fROFESS1ONALLY. quickly & Accurately. AN
t*pe of job. Call LouWse 4729622

SINGLE PARENT GROUP NOW
FORMING Friday* 8-9 30pm.
*I1
Facilitated. For
information
call
467 MI82

STATESMAN

TO THE CUTE BLONDE; So yu say
you have the figure, or shoul I say
figures. But what are figures without words. You need someone who
has a soaring imagination, and a
firm grip on reality. If your interested, maybe we could lot our imaginations run wild, and see what
they produce. I'll watch for a reply.
Mysterious Tall Stranger.

SWIM INSTRUCTOR: WSI PREFERRED, must learn our specialized
method, experience with babies
and young children helpful, ideal for
college students or housewives,
MWF or TuTh, Ft/Pt. 968-5253
(Bay Shore).
GOVERNMENT JOBS. 815,000<50.000/yr. possible. All occupstions. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-4644 for information.

PERSONALS
WIN A DATE WITH BILL Write why I
like Bill in one paragraph, and hand
into Statesman by Feb. 14th. Enter
and Winl

WANTED

COMPUTER SOFTWARE and
accessries for most major computers: Apple. IBM, Comm64, MAC,
DEC, ATARI, etc. 80 col. cards,
memory boards also available. One
week delivery on average. Call Jeff
at 6-5302. Everything isdiscounted
*t least 20%.

TICKET(S) WANTED FOR EDDIE
IMURPHY show March 21 Cal 4734904.
WANTED: TUTOR FOR AMS 400.
Need help with differential equations. Call Susan 6-5394.

REMEMBER COLLEGE FOR UFEPhotographer will put all the adventure of college into pictures.
698-8-698.

SURROGATE FATHER DONORS ;
WANTED for artificial inseinetion. Fee paid. All replies confidential. New York Area. Contact Katie
Brophy, Surrogate Family Services,
Inc.. 125 South Seventh St., Louisvile. Kentucky 40202. (502) 589
0513.
WANTED FOR RENT Metal Detector. Call 6-3690 for Bill.

WORK STUDY: ASSIST ON child
diagnosis project. Includes data
coding, video-taping. 12-15
hrs./wk. Psychiatry Dept., S. Campus. Call C Friedling, 246-2658 for
interviews. Must qualify for work
study.

MATURE, RESPONSIBLE WOMAN
WANTED to care for 14 month old,
my home, 3-4 days weekly. References required Kings Park. 5449299.

OLYMPHIA ELEC. SELF CORRECTIING Typewriter. Now - 9180 firm.
Rm. 223. Tu-Th 12 30 200 Old I
Phys. 6-7791

-BAHA'I FAITH-Universal religion
dedicated to peace through love and
unity. For information call 2892006.

DEAR PATRICE, YOU STARTED off
as our R.A. and ended up our cherished friend. Have an amazing
*Birthdayl Love, Suanne, Sue, and
Marcia.

JOHN JAMES- Happy 21 st Binhday
Baby. Hope we share another K0l
Love you forever.
TO rHE PATRIOT ICE HOCKEY
CLUB. Got psyched to crush Kings
Point tonight Your faithfulfans.
BAHA1 FAITH - UNIVERSAL REUGION dedicated to poace through
*ove and unity. For iniformation call

289-2006.

HELP WANTED
MODELS NEEDED:
MALE, FEMALE
models needed for swomweer/undervwear catalogue campaign. No
exenence necessary. Call 516736- 1676 for deails between 9
A.M. and 5 P.M.
TOP RATED NY S. COED Siepway Camp seeking
unk Counsekw* (1 9 plus). WSI. Tennis. Artsand
Crafts.Windsurfing. Soccer, VCR,
Photography. Tram* and Field. Pjo
neerinl. Dance. Woodworking.
Jewish Culture
idaf . discussion,
,inging)Contact
RonKlein. Direc$or, 46 East 33rd St. NYC 10016
(4212) W960 Ext 677
GOVERNMENT JOS.
*1 000S00.OW/yr.posible. AN occuptions. How to find. Call
BM5-G7.M00 Ex
R9999.

Monday,
t
February

1, 1985

Male. writer, 6' seeking young,
working woman, 20-30 who enjoWs
indoor activities and can deal with
the frustrations of writers block.
B.
BOX J.
Wtty, Bespectacled 22 year old
male who loves humor, rock and rol
(especially the Beatles) and life in
general, seeks girl who likes the
same. Respond to "Mother
Nature's Son". BOX M.
5'1 " bouncy brunette female who
likes ice cream, photography,
theater, and New York City looking
for romantic, sensitive, secure,
gernleman who enjoVs surprising
* me. BOX D.

WHITMAN PUB PRESENTS: Sun.
2/10, Talking Heads night/50C
Bud., Mon. 2/11, 50C Bud, 50's
night, dress up 50's style, big prize 5
ft. Molson bottle, Tues. 3/12, Wed.
4/13 Happy Valentines Day/special wines, champagne, valentine
lollipops-come join the partyl
MY FRIENDS
MYSTERIOUS

JUST

CALL

ME

SANDRA, I LOVE YOU tool John.

FOR SALE

REFRIGERATOR: 10 cubic feet. It is
3ld, but it runs well. $35. Call Rob
331-4454.

AIRLINES HIRING, $14-$39,000i
Stewardesses, Reservationistl
Worldwidel Call for guide, directory, newsletter. 1-916-944-4444
ext. Stony Brook Sir.

STUDENT TYPESETTERS NEEDED
AT Statesman. Must type 70-75
WPM, reliable. Hours either 8 PM *12AM,8PM-2AM, 12AM-6AM.
Great Pay. Apply in person at Statesman Office, Student Union Bldg.
Rm 075. Ask for Cary or Dave.

IF FOUND A KEY CHAIN with a
Scorpio on it call 6-7470.

CAMPUS NOTICES

LORRIE, RENEE, EVIE: Living with
you guys is a never ending SMILEI
You're the best bunch of suitemntes
anyone could ask for. We love you.
Happy Valentines Dayl Donna and
Grace.

FULL-TIME TYPESETTING: 9AM - 5
PM. Experience on AM Varityper
3510, 4510. Must type 70-75
WPM. Reliable. Great Pay, Benefits.
Send Resume to P.O. Box AE Stony
Brook, N.Y. 1 1790, Or call (516)
246-3690.

I AM LOOKING FOR a place to rent
with graduate students and/or
young professionals that may
'76 CHEVY MALIBU MUST SELL
already have a home or wish to find
one together. I am both a student , New battery, water pump. Very
good shape, always starts. $675.
and work. Stephanie 751-0627.
698-7074 or Physics C117, Jay.

SHORT TERM psychotherapy at
Bo- Behavioral Psychiatry clinic in
Gloat Neck Idissenation research)
for obsessional disorders, i.e., persons with repetitive thoughts or
images which invade consciousness and cannot be controlled.
Treatment fees based on ability to
pay Call Mr. Neuman (516) 7814044, ext 250, 9am-3 30pm.

10

SIGMA DELTA TAU SELLING bal-loon - A - Gram for Valentines Day
Tuesday, Wednesday Fob 12, 13 att
The Fireade Lounge 11 -3pm.

SALES P/T - Students:Earn extra
money. Work your own hours. Work
in your local area. Sell First Aid Kits.
Every business must have a first
Aid Kit (It's The Lawl) TOP SAFETY
PRODUCTS (516) 878-13S6.

Q-FIRST WAS THE 14th you blow
my mindl Then we opened up to
each other. Break Foreigner
no. 11
Rana 's - Great tim I Mlre toWing growing closer. Then cane the
26th. Wine and PHI It ws
*_ornell My question is, and hopefully soneday we'll know the
answer. How awesome could it be?
Love CM.
TRICE, I JUST WANT YOU to know
Iwhat a very special friend you are to
me. Whth
**the things that are
oing on in our lives, it's nice to
know that oven when things don't
90so well./w
can
a
*wa
count on
one
. thing to pull us thru...our
friendship.
H,
Htappy. 21 st
nirhdayll
Love you, Mary
ANTHONY TO A GREAT person
and a V spel
friend. The timm
we have Mot

toete

hv

so much o
nm
Happy
.
V&W
Dayl Love Grow.

mr*a

in"

TO THE GUY WHO is always at the
pottery wheel when I pass. I'd love
to meot you---an admirerl
PRE-MED MEETING DISCUSSING
AED Honor Society Wednesday,
Union 072 4:30pm.Call 6-7209 for
details.
GET A HEART-ON AT O'Neill's
Heart-to-Heart Party. Thursday
February 14.
DIANE, THNX FOR COMING into my
life. You have helped me rediscover
a prt of myself I haen't moon in a
long time. For that and so much
more I will alw:yvs 3ove you. David.
DEAR TARAN - HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI I hope this is almost as
good as being there. I'll love you
always. Greg.
HEY BRIGHT EYES - I think I'm
ready to start talking about
, forever" Loving You - Greg.

SINGLE, WHITE, MALE
23, 56
1/2". 165 bs. good looking, honest. sensitive gentleman seeks
attractive white or orientsl women
for sincOre long-term companionship for dinner, movies, music,
theatre. etc. Write Occupant P.O.
Box 719 East Setauket, N.Y. 11 733.
6'1 ' SWM, grad senior available for
intimacy, fun. etc. Respond through
BOX E.
SWM. SWAM, SWUM. Looking for
conjugator. Present. Tonse. Future
subjunctive. Pact Perfect. Respond
to 783 Rte 25A Setauket NY.
11733

Listening for the sound of guitars.
Softvoices. & footsteps in the
forest. Occasional loud cursing
when the brownie pan's hot, the
pizza slate. the phone just rings
forever. SWM. Jr. objective agnosticNo tools ned write. Draw my
own valentines. write my rom poetry Responds Vouz c/o BOX R.
SWF. Enioys talking politics, dancing, English Literature seeks SWM
who enoys the same. Mustlike surpri", and must like to surprise.
-Siinrise M-". BOXZ.
511

blonde female

share vay interesting reltnship.

Must be inter-tod in the ctlaaica
late night* in the shower, w r
bads. soft Sweters, piNows and

I-ic.I am a 3'1" ira
''

d maib.

I lov these things and moreet
L *

share the iht
bOXS

,

55" fun loving brunette who likes
Springsteen, going to New York,
having a good time and romantic
evenings seeks nice, tall intelligent
dark-haired man who knows how to
have fun. Having U2 tickets a plusl
BOX U.
I need quietl Harried SWF secretary, 23, attractive, good sense of
humor, spontaneous, into good
tunes, good times and good friends
Good smoke, too.Enjys outdoors.
mountains, traveling, relaxed conversation. Seeking ambitious, energetic male, 20-28, who is ready to
go on an impulse. Reply BOX N
Looking for a Prince Andrew lookalike at Stony Brook. Must be good
at waving and smiling and shaking
ha. ds. Good personality and intelligence a plus but not required. BOX
Y.
6'10", Blonde Male Musician, 22,
into music, marijuana, nature and
quiet times. Seeks attractive, confident female interested in companionship, New York City and various
styles of music. Relaxed, easygoing
attitude a must Reply BOX W
Short. childish artist seeks tall childish male, blonde hair. blue eyed
artist to do all of her advertising
while she goes out to play. She wiN
love & use you forever BOX L.
Wanted: one oriental female, long
hair, knowedgmeable in all areas of
body massage and physical ther«py. Reply to "Max" BOX C.

DATE UNE

Warned

Shy, sensitive 6' male, who loves
Doonesbury, Simon & Garfunkel,
and funny movies, looking for
young lady interested in conversation, romance, or snugglebunny
action. BOX S.

-slip sliding away

SWF, M.B.A. student seeking gentlenan with diversified stock portfolio for -Hands on" lessons in
personal investments. Reply BOX
K.
Wanted: Tall, dark and handsome
man. Must be 6'2", wear glasses,
and drive a white BMW 530i Must
be 28, live in exclusive neighborhood, and an aspiring chiropractor
Al apicants respond to "LouLou" c/o BOX G.
SWM. 5'9". 150 IDs, green eyes,
brown hair, interested in sports,
looking for lov,
leggy, redheads.
Iblondes, brunetnes I adore you all.
Please reply BOX A.
6'2" Dark hatred SWM, interested
in odd music, english Ir. and ganla
Looking for open minded, original.
intimaoe female No attitudes.
pfea. e Humor desired, love provided. BoOX

FROROMTHE "Are We Havwng Fun
YerZ- Dept.
Dote
L hColdl B1 Pwrt
Don't Be Lott
In The
to an ad
dl To _on
Of A T
or to _ubmd one. vrit
SfevnW7
P.O. Box AE. Stony Brook. NY
11 790. Or drop at off at Sistes~
Stud4it
Ofma, Rm. 075 eawmrt.
Union. Or, drop i off in our mslbo
i the Studont Union Offics on ths
dcon fkor of the Student Union
Call 244-3690 for furthe
infoermion. 4.00 for 30 vords
pw ima. *10.00 for 3 iW
CMC ftr sMh lb d
I
word
I Con/f~ismY G r9^ed.

Footballers Honor Best Players At Dintn or
By John Buonora
The Stony Brook Football team
honored their own on Jan 31 at a banquet held at the Watermill Inn. Head
Coach Sam Kornhauser presided over
the annual affair for the first time. In
between the wise words of guest speaker
Emmerson Boozer, and a fine dinner,
the coaching staff presented trophies
and plaques to those players who
excelled during the season.
- The first award of the evening was
presented to the player that accurnulated the highest average for the fall
semester. Dave Weintraub won the
award with an GPA of 3.7. In all, the
team had twelve players who attained a
3.0 average or better. After Wentraub
accepted his trophy, awards were given
for acheivement on the field.

Eric Knecktel was named recipient of Week for his November 10 aerial show
the Coach's Award for his constant versus Fitchburg State. McKenna was
improvement and his play at split end. also named Offensive Player of the
Sal Romano garnered the Grunt Award Year, totalling 1085 yards, and eight TD
as the teams' outstanding lineman, for
passes.
play at a position that is usually shunned
On the defensive side of the line of
the recognition that is deserved. Fresh- scrimmage, John Ragimierski was
man Chuck Downey was donned Special named Defensive Player of the Year.
Teams player of the year. Downey finished the season second on the NCAA
Division III kick return list for the season. Also honoring Downey for his play
on the return team, was the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference, who named
Downey Rookie of the Week for his three
touchdown performance at Trenton
State on october 5.
Also receiving ECAC recognition was
quarterback Ray McKenna. Ray was
named ECAC Offensive Player of the

Kagimierski made 50 tackles and had 49
assists. Chris Brown was the winner of
the Fred kemp Award. This is the first
time this award was given. It was
named in honor of ex-Pat coach Fred
Kemp. The award exemplifiet the
spirit, hard work, and pride that is
expected of all Patriot players.
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Hoopsters Make It Three Straigh t
Patriots Put Away Manhattanville Valiants 68-50 At Home
By Sharon Marcus
The Stony Brook Men's Varsity Hoopsters sunk in
another victory Saturday night en-route to a three,ame winning streak with a final score of 68-50 over
MIanhattanville College. This brings their season's
* in-loss record up to a strong 13-9.
Stony Brook coach Joe Castiglie said Manhattanville. alias "The Valiants," played a comparatively
more structured, solid have against the Pats, which
kept both teams mip and tuck during the first half.
However, given that three Manhattanville players
fouled out of the game, Castiglie added that there was a
strong indication that their opponent's game was generallv "underhanded"
S!tfiny Brook's high scorers were 6'9" center Dave
Rurda. the team's tallest player, who basketted a
grand total of 23 points, and sophomore Frank Prantil,
who sank 17 shots for the Pats. Sophomore Kurt
Abrams and junior Eljay Scott followed up with
impressive scores of 9 and 7 points, respectively.
"In the first half we were trying to steal everything,"
explained sophomore Scott Walker, who alone managed to strip Manhattanville of the ball four time. Yet
Stony Brook slipped behind aggressive manhattanv 1Ile at the end of the first half. Just as the Pat's center
"Big Burda" missed and attempted field goal, the
buzzer went off, leaving the Pats down 30-28.
In order to entertain the screaming masses during
half-time, the Stony Brook basketball spansors have
. vfverly created "Half-count Shoot Out". For a mere
dollar a shot, all over-zealous and aspiring hoopsters
from the stands can attempt a basket from the half line,
to win. if not instantaneous fame and momentary are
from the rest of the fans, goodies such as free Stony
Brook concert tickets. Saturday night's game had two
Illky winners: G-eg Bellantone from Kelly D (a
former high school player), and Jim Lowell, Stony

Brook center Dan Lowell's father. Congrats to them
both.
The Patriots began the second half with an entirely
new strategy. As Walker described, "We beared down
and dictated the tempo."
Senior forward Tabare Borbon also noticed a new
force in the Patriot strength, commenting,"We challenged their jump shots in the second half, but they just
didn't make them. They were trying to slow down the
tempo." Stony Brook rose to the occassion, quickly
edging past the opposing Valiants 36-34 in the beginning of the first half. Coach Costiglie said that the
"more intelligent playing" of the Pats during the
second half put them "more in control once they had
the lead."
With ten minutes left to go in the final half, the
Patriots were either tired or scared, because they
needed to kill some time. Junior guard Eljay Scott
yelled 'Georgetown, Georgetown!" to the rest of the
Leam, and the players ran around as if in another drill.
passing the ball back and forth across the court while
stalling.
Stony Brook had the last few minutes in full contol.
Burda posed the ball for a tapped-in winner by Prantil,
and then, as if that wasn't enough, Prantil quickly
scooped up the ball shot, and scored again within
seconds.
Then with only one minute left on the clock, Scott
Walker hit two free throws, and five more successive
points, so easily it was as if he were on empty court.
Finally, Brian McLoughlin spurred off a winner in the
remaining seconds of the game.
Stony Brook basketball fans showed overwhelming
participatory levels at Saturday night's game. blowing
trumpets, stomping in time with the cheerleaders, and
harassing Manhattanville with catcalls (in suprisingly
good unison) as often as possible.

Dave Burda puts up two of the 23 points he scored in
Saturday's 68-50 win over ManhattanviNe.
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By Lim Miceli
which led to a lot of Patriot fouls. It was
Well,you can't win them all.
Although the same thing happening over and
the Suffolk West Longhorns had a over. The Pats would get the ball,
turn it
height advantage in Saturday night's over to Suffolk West and then
the Long
home contest. the Stony Brook junior horns would score.
varsity basketball team's inability to
Despite an inconsistent offense.
execute the fundamentals left them on Danny Heslin racked up
27 points while
the short end of a 96-69 score.
fellow teammates Todd Parrish and HoComing off awin against Lehman Col- race Moore scored 14
and 12 points relege. the Pats couldn't seem to puli
spectively. The team as a whole shot 55%
themselves together. Stony Brook from the line.
started the half by winning the tip but
Head Coach Atkinson said the team
losing possession. In the first four min- 'did a poor
job of executing the fundautes. both teams kept swapping posses- mentals. We
didn't box out on the defensions
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96-69 kobto

which kept the score close. The

closest the Patriots came was within
point at 13:68 of the first half. Stony
Brook didn't score until about 6 minutes
later. Gottlieb scored with 9:50 left in
tho half. On the next possession, Todd
Parrish sunk an 18-footer to make the
score 29-13. By the end of the half, the
Pats trailed 50-26
In the second half Stony Brook picked
Gltno 'up
a little speed, but Suffolk West
Suffolk stripped them of the ball at every turn,

sive boards. There was problem with

1turnovers and the team just didn't shoot

well from the field." In most of their
losses, the Patriots have let the opponent
get 10C15 point runs. The coach also
added "we get ourselves out of the
game."
Next Saturday, the Pats will try for a
win against C.C.N.Y.in an away game
at2PM and then come hometo compete
against New Paltz on Saturday, February 23 at 5:30PM.

